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0. Introduction
(1) Exports from Russia are mainly composed from raw materials and semi-finished products.
The situation is however pretty diverse going from energy products (Oil and natural gas) to
agricultural products and some already semi-processed goods (laminate products from the
steel-making industry, aluminium and some basic chemicals used for the production of
fertilizers). The usual description of Russia as a raw material exporter is then generally
overlooking the actual diversity of these productions.
However this diversity is preventing a single policy to achieve the best results. No unified
tariffs or prices policy could by itself solve problems coming from this structure of exports.
(2) Russia knows a situation where there are big differences between internal and exports
prices. Sometimes internal prices are lower (energy) and sometimes they are much higher
(metal products). Such a situation gave birth to the idea that Russia is subsidizing some
exports. In the same time it is not a situation systematically effective for Russia, which is
seeing part of the value of these productions captured by other countries (the best and wellknown example is Timber as Russia is exporting Timber and importing some furniture made
of the very Timber it has previously exported).
This situation is compounded by the structure of some industry. Concentration and
monopolization is frequently an unavoidable phenomenon (specifically in ferrous and nonferrous metals) because of increasing return to scale frequently experienced in these
industries. This is giving birth to cartel power and the usual answer to be given has been some
kind of price regulations (price-caps and others).
(3) This is compounded by the “relative prices for tradable goods” problem. Usually it can be
said that the prices of raw materials is getting lower and lower by comparison to the price of
highly processed goods. This is why, historically, very few countries have been able to build a
long-term growth only on the basis of raw materials. The only counter-examples are countries
with a very low population (Canada, Australia, and Gulf countries).
The problem has become however less clear in recent years because of the rises of some raw
material prices induced by a phenomenon of relative scarcity. The best two examples are
Hydrocarbons and Grains. Nevertheless even in these cases the high volatility of world prices,
induced by the financiarisation of commodities markets (the development of derivatives
markets and securitization), is having a very strong impact on the economic development of
exporter countries.
It can safely be said that having at least a mixed structure of exports (raw materials and some
processed goods made with these raw materials) would have reduced the volatility of exports
income and contributed much to the stability of the exporter economy.
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(4) In the case of Russia, the presence of a high educated and pretty well trained population is
also a strong argument for the development of a large processing industry. Development of
services would be unable to provide jobs with high wages for sufficient numbers in this
context. What is more the development of financial services, which could generate high
wages, is a highly concentrated activity and would let unsolved the regional development
issue.
In this context the development of a large processing activity appears to be the only solution
to provide employment at a decent level of wages for the Russian population.
(5) We are to examine here options open to Russia to develop more fully its internal industry
and in the same time to reap the maximum advantage from its export potential. We will first
examine what the situation is concerning relative prices and prices volatility in a world where
we are facing both a growing scarcity for some goods and the transformation of some
commodity markets into near financial markets. Then we will examine the logics of prices
and the dilemma of developing industry. Then third we will examine measure to be taken by
Russia for the sake of developing a manufacturing industry.
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I.

The classical “relative prices” problems and its recent
evolution.

(1) Raw materials and semi-processed exports from Russia are mainly concentrated in 7
items:
1. Natural gas
2. Oil and oil products
3. Ferrous metals (including laminate products).
4. Non-ferrous metals
5. Basic chemicals products and fertilizers.
6. Timber
7. Grain
On two markets however the share of the internal demand exceeds largely the one of exports
(gas and grain). The reduction in the Russian industry size has also largely be the cause of the
development of ferrous and non-ferrous metals exports. Timber and oil are examples of
“classical” Russian exports, or goods having been exported even before World War 1.
(2) The dynamics of world prices and markets are however highly different for these
products. Here we are to take in the account both the problem of relative prices (figure 1) and
the one of the huge volatility we have since the last years. It is then pretty clear that some
prices, after having been very low for decades are now going fast as the demand is forcing the
supply into more and more difficult areas. The long-standing trend of decreasing relative
prices seems to have been reversed since 2004-2005.
Figure 1
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Figure 2

However the constant increase of the number of option and derivative contracts has created a
huge instability of prices on the market (figures 2). This is linked to the “over-the-counter”
(OTC) practices. This is mainly the result of a growing market derivative activity in
commodities. The net volume of commodities derivative “over-the-counter” contracts1
increased 14 times from 1998 to 2006. Future and option contracts increased too very quickly
from 2004 to 2007. In the end we are seeing a huge discrepancy between volume of
derivatives (future and options) traded and physical volume of commodities actually traded
(in US Dollars). In 2005 the ratio of between both was 30 to 12. The fact that financial activity
is so large by comparison to the actual physical trade is adding a lot of volatility to
commodities markets. This phenomenon is part of a general increase in derivative markets.
However, it is having special an impact on commodities markets3.
(3) If we are looking at both the situation of relative prices (or the comparison of prices of raw
material to prices of highly manufactured goods) and the volatility of these prices, we would
obtain the following figure showing graphically the difference between various raw materials
and semi-processed goods making a large part of Russian exports.

1

Over-the-counter contracts are bilateral contract in which two parties agree on how a particular trade
or agreement is to be settled in the future. It is usually from an investment bank to its clients directly.
Forwards and swaps have been prime examples of such contracts. These contracts are developping
very fast in commodity markets. They are mostly done via the computer or the telephone. For
derivatives , these agreements are usually governed by an International Swaps and Derivatives
Association agreement.
2
Data from: Bank for International Settlements, Semi-annual OTC Derivatives Statistics, December
2006, Basel.
3
Bank for International Settlements, BIS Quarterly Review, vol. 26, (June 2008).
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Figure 3

Note: Gas is in a different position following we made the assumption of a continuity of the current
structure (1) or of a rapid development of LNG and shale gas (2).

We have then to make a clear difference between some goods, which are now both more
highly valued but in the same time are presenting a very high volatility and others much less
valued (in relative terms) and of much a lower volatility.
This raises the value of processing most or even parts of these raw materials with the aim to
either raise the valuation relatively to more processed goods or to reduce the price volatility.
Only if a raw material would occupy the red spot (both High relative price and low volatility)
would it be preferable not to try to develop processed goods from it.
(4) The necessity to develop processing industries making use of these raw materials and
semi-processed goods is to be a distinct priority for Russia. However the impetus of this
policy is to be different according to the situation of these goods.
Quite obviously energy prices, are to be high and are to increase in relative terms in a
foreseeable future4. Oil and gas prices are however to follow some distinct, and specific,
dynamics. The upward trend is now quite obvious for the price of Oil. For natural gas we
have the possibility that the development of shale gas would exert a downward pressure on
prices. However, with new assessments of ecological damages caused by exploitation of shale
gas and the impact of the Japanese nuclear accident for coming years (hence the slowing
down in some countries of the electro-nuclear industry) a downward trend does not look very
probable. But, with the development of the LNG market spot market prices for gas are to
assume a greater relevance, causing a greater volatility in contract prices.
The upward trend of prices could offset, to some extent, the high volatility prices of both
these commodities have demonstrated. Such a high volatility is making the use of spot-prices
4

This is to be the result of increased demand through economic development and a slowing down of
the development of nuclear energy and the exhaustion of some of current oil and gas fields leading to
exploration and exploitation being done more and more in remote areas.
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actually not a better indicator of future prices in the long term5 and to some extent even some
professionals are acknowledging their inabilities to actually forecast prices movements6.
Then, could prices to be set in the framework of some long-term contracts including the trend
in marginal production costs, Oil and Gas could may be occupy the so-called “red spot” in
figure 3.
However, as exports of Oil and Gas are to be a continuing and important factor of Russia well
being this would raise the question of the ration of internal prices to world prices. Oil and Gas
are used both by the population and the industry. Enforcing as it is now internal prices lower
than world prices is certainly and important factor in ensuring favourable conditions for the
development of the industry (both by lowering direct energy costs and by lowering indirect
wage costs through a relatively cheap energy for households). This could be seen however by
foreign countries as a mean to subsidize the industry. In the same time, if a policy of
enforcing lower internal prices than world prices is agreed on, it is important that it would
apply to different form of hydrocarbon, including refined products.
(5) The situation is distinctly different for Timber, Basic Chemicals, Ferrous and Non-Ferrous
metal and Grain.
Figure 4
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Here, the necessity to develop more the internal use of these resources is pretty obvious.
Relative prices are pretty low and are not expected to rise significantly in forthcoming years.
In the same time price volatility is increasing at least for agricultural products (Figure 4).
Russia would be better off if it could process in a complete way most of even all of its
5

Alquist R., and L. Kilian, “What do We Learn From The Prices of Crude Oil Futures” in Journal of
Applied Econometrics, Vol. 25, n°4, 2010, pp. 539-573.
6
Davies P., “What’s the Value of an Energy Economist”, Speech delivered to the International
Association for Energy Economics, Wellington, New Zealand, November 2007.
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resources in these raw materials. This raises the question of the internal price compared to
world prices.
It is then important to make a clear-cut distinction in industries with a high natural (technical)
level of concentration (Basic Chemicals, Ferrous and Non-Ferrous metal) and production
where returns to scale are not switching the balance toward concentration and monopolisation
(Timber and Grain).
In the first scenario it is highly probable we will encounter cartel prices, pushing internal
prices far above what is supportable by the processing industry. This already the situation
experienced in the ferrous metal industry where the prices for laminated products have been
strongly increased. It is to be remembered that such a situation occurred in the Republic of
South-Africa when most of the ferrous metal industry was privatized and sold to the MITAL
concern. Subsequently prices for laminated products were raised by more than 30%, a move
nearly killing the RAS automotive industry7. This move durably undermined the attempt from
South Africa to develop its own industry8.
(6) As a result the issue of internal price versus external (or world) prices is definitely one of
great relevance for any development policy. Commodity prices are to be regulated, either to
foster the development on an internal industry or because their volatility imperil social order
in a lot of countries.

7

Roberts S. and N. Zalk, “Addressing market power in a small, isolated, resource-based economy: the
case of steel in South Africa”, Centre on Regulation and Competition, 3rd International Conference, 79 September 2004. Simon Roberts was then Associate Professor at the University of Witwaterstrand
(RSA - Johannesburg) and Nimrod Zalk was Director of the Strategic Competitiveness Unit in the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), Pretoria.
8
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), Accelerating Growth and Development – The Contribution
of an Integrated Manufacturing Strategy, Pretoria, 2002.
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II.

The logics of prices and the dilemma of industrialization.

(1) The impact of too high internal prices can effectively weaken incentives for the
development of a local industry9.
It is an obvious problem with energy prices, particularly in a country situated in part to very
northern latitudes like Russia. Energy prices are also having a large and direct impact on the
ferrous and non-ferrous metal industry and on transportation, which in turn is affecting
several distinct industries. They are affecting too the Chemical industry and the
manufacturing industry.
Indirectly they exert an effect on the level of wages (and then on the profitability of these
industry) because of the energy component of household consumption.
Other raw material prices are having an impact following the specific technological chain of
various industries:
Ferrous metal ---- Processing industry ---- Car making
Transportation equipment
Naval construction
Electrical equipment industry
Construction industry
Non-ferrous metal -- Processing industry – Car making
Aeronautical industry
Basic chemicals ---Processing industry --- Pharmaceutics and BioTech-industry
Agriculture
Grain ----- Processing industry ------Food processing
Timber --- Processing industry ------Construction industry
Furniture
Naval construction
A rise in basic material prices is increasing the cost and decreasing the profit rate, making
then less interesting to develop locally a large manufacturing industry. One possibility is then
to restrict the entry on the local markets by the use of tariffs. This is certainly necessary in the
“infant-industry” case or when an industry is at the beginning of its learning curve. However
afterwards high tariffs are reducing the extent of possible exports and are to be lowered.
There is then no question that maintaining as low as possible the price of some raw materials
is a necessity for the development (or the re-development) of a buoyant industry in Russia.
(2) Market power can’t be regulated only by competition when it comes to large enterprises
and to increasing return to scale industry. The process of competition, which is supposed to
maintain prices at a relatively low level, is frequently impaired by the presence in some
industries of positive return rate to scale or even equal return rate. These return to scale are
making large plants more profitable tan small ones. This will increase the “entry cost” on such
markets making them not contestable, and will fuel monopolization. Any attempt to break by
the law this kind of monopolization is to lead to a much lesser economic efficiency and is
then ineffective. This is a classical case of what is called “market failure”.

9

Fine B. and R. Rustormjee, The Political Economy of South Africa – From Mineral-Energy Complex
to Industrialization, London, Hurst & Company, 1996.
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If a market is prone to monopoly power (or oligopoly power) then prices are to be much
higher than on a competitive market. In dealing with market power the core question is then
how to discipline large enterprises the relevance of which is now fully acknowledged and not
how to beak them through forced demonopolization10.
Box A
What instruments are available:
(1) Margin tax in the presence of a strong monopolist.
This method, if criticized in the 60’11, can still be quite effective if the goal is to induce an
enterprise to reduce prices it has previously increased by using its market power. If the price
levied by the enterprise (p*) is then above world prices (p), the tax could be:
(I)
t = b (p*-p) with b >1
(2) Margin tax in a more common situation.
This would apply to a weak monopolist levying a price including a rent but not exceeding
world prices.
Consider a monopolist who is pricing at p* and time (t) a production (Y), implying a
workforce of (L) whose wages are (w) with a capital expenditure of (k), with capital prices
(pK) and !* the average profit per unit of production.
We will have
(I): p* = !* /Y + w (L/Y) + pK (k/Y)
If we assume labour productivity (Y/L) to be equal to l and (a) the fraction of the existing
capital stock (K) used at the end of the time (t), then (I) could be written as
(II) p* = !* /Y + w (1/l) + pK(aK/Y)
If we assume that p is to be fixed through weak monopolist use of market power we will have
a price p >p* and then ! > !* . The margin tax t is function of p-p* where (p).
(III) t = b(p-p*) with 0<b<1
For the volume of production (Y) sold on the internal market the monopolist enterprise would
have to pay a total tax (T) of
(IV) T = bY (p-p*)
(3) Price caps (to be used in face of weak competition).
This consists in a regulation making mandatory to the enterprise to lower its prices when we
have productivity gains. This method has been applied in Great Britain for telephone
operators.
(4) Mandatory volume.
The producer is under the obligation to provide a share of its production at a fixed price not
exceeding world prices to the local market. However this method is raising the issue of
forecasting very precisely what would be the internal demand for the product.

10

Chandler A., Amatori F. and Hikino T., (Eds), Big Business and the Wealth of Nations, Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press, 1997.
11
Averch H. and L. Johnson, “Behaviour of the Firm under Regulatory Constraint” in American
Economic Review, vol. 52, 1962.
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But, even if a market IS competitive, prices could be too high to allow for the development of
a buoyant processing industry. State regulations are then mandatory. They could include a
large range of instrument (see Box A), from “price cap” to some kind of margin taxes on
producers12.. If there is a need to maintain the prices of a basic, raw material industry, at a
relatively low level they are a distinct necessity
We can however delineate between the case where competition is low for technical reasons
(positive return to scale) and where prices regulation are a necessity and the case where
competition could be much greater (Timber, Grain). In this later case the low development of
a processing industry is probably more the matter of low investment and transaction costs. It
is not so much by using a price differential that the development of a processing industry is to
be launched but more by addressing pending issues on investment (interest rates, property
rights and reducing bureaucratic costs).
(3) An integrated industrial policy is needed to overcome the adverse effects of the pressure
exerted by large, monopolistic, raw materials and semi-processed goods enterprises. It is of
the utmost importance a coherent policy is to be drafted on the issue of moving Russia from
its position as mainly a raw material exporter toward a highly processed goods exporter. Just
acting on the Internal Prices / World prices issue is not to be enough.
The development of processing industries is highly dependent from 3 main groups of factors,
which have played an extremely important role in the development of East-Asian
economies13:
Box B
The necessity to have a synergy between interventions.
Cost Based Interventions
Internal Prices
Currency exchange rates / Interest rates
Utility regulation policy (electric power/Water/Waste disposal)
Real labour cost (Productivity of labour)
Cost of Capital
Competition policy
Import tariffs and Market access
Industrial Upgrading Interventions
Sector specific funding
Increasing the competence of relevant industries.
Industry-specific infrastructures
Innovation
Leveraging public support
Standards and quality regulation
Inclusion based interventions
Support for labour intensive sectors
Development of small Business
Regional (spatial) development and interventions
12

The issue of prices for monopolies and natural monopolies has been developed in Sapir J.,
"Estestvennye monopolii: problemy opredelenija i kontrolja" (les monopoles naturels: problèmes de
définition et de contrôle) in Problemy Prognozirovanija, n°6/2004, pp. 42-55.
13
Amsden A., The Rise of the “Rest”: Challenge to the West from Late-Industrialising Economies,
New-York/Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2004.
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These groups of measures are intended to
(i)
Lower the cost per unit of production and the cost per worker so to increase the
profitability and make industry less dependent of public support.
(ii)
Increase the output and the productivity.
(iii) Increase the number of employed workers and the number of entrepreneurs
with the aim of creating a strong community of innovation-linked
entrepreneurs.
Figure 5
How the different policies are to interact

The combination of these different measures is to create a significant improvement in the
investment climate but also to develop special skills needed for processing industries, both at
the factory level and at the entrepreneur level.
More frequently than not industrial policy has given only mixed results because only parts of
the coherent programme have been implemented14. It is extremely important to understand the
synergy between cost-based interventions / industrial upgrading interventions L Inclusion
based intervention. The dynamics of such a policy toward regional development is also to be
highlighted.

14

Chang H.J., The Political Economy of Industrial Policy, Macmillan, London, 1995. Rodrik D.,
Industrial Policy for the Twenty-First Century, John F. Kennedy School of Development, Cambridge
(USA), 2004.
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(4) The financial dimension of this strategy is to be carefully thought about.
Such a policy is at first relatively public money consuming. It is then important to:
(i)

(ii)

Maintain a steady flow of exports specifically where exports in raw materials
could be done with the less damage to the development of a processing
industry. This is the case in Oil and Gas and export revenues could be boosted
would the energy efficiency of Russia, which is particularly.
Maintain actual interest rates relatively low. Of course credit is now the source
of only 11% of all investments15, but credit is playing a much greater role in
funding the material turnover in various sector of the economy. Fixed capital
investment seems to be negatively correlated to the interest rates (figure 6).
Figure 6

Figure computed with monthly data from June 2006 to December 2010. Actual interest rates are ones given by
the Central Bank of Russia minus the 12 months cumulated inflation rate.

SOURCE: Central Bank of the Russian Federation and CEMI-EHESS computations.

(5) As a result the issue of internal commodities prices cannot be solved in isolation to a more
global approach of economic development. The issue of market failures is of the greatest
relevance, implying some strong regulations and a definite State policy. But, this policy could
not ignore other aspects, either fiscal or redistributive. To some extent regulating commodity
prices is to be a special form of redistributive policy. The pricing policy to be adopted is then
to be part of a comprehensive development policy.
This imply the definition of a development strategy addressing the recurring issues of market
failures be they in pricing or in the setting of interest rates and in the funding of the
investment process.
15

Actually 11,8% in 2008 and 10,3% in 2009, data from the ROSTAT data base.
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III. Elements for a development strategy for Russia.

(1) The relevance of the general context (the real exchange rate).
When it comes to internal and world prices an important factor is the real exchange rate of the
country. It would be of no effect to lower internal raw material prices only to see a process of
real-exchange rate (RER) overvaluation to destroy the infant industry competitiveness. The
situation is compounded in Russia by extremely important exports (and then trade surplus)
coming from raw materials.
However the stabilization of the RER does not see possible in a completely financially open
economy. This is an obvious point made by Dani Rodrik in several works published for
years16. More recently even the IMF came to acknowledge that some capital controls could be
needed when financial markets are restless and speculation very high17.
Figure 7
Nominal and Real Exchange rates

The need of some kind of regulation avoiding speculation either upward or downward to
develop of the Rouble exchange market is then a strong necessity. Such kind of regulations
have been adopted during late fall 2010 by countries like Brazil, South Korea and Taiwan.
16

Rodrik D., “The Real Exchange Rate and Economic Growth: Theory and Evidence”, Harvard,
Cambridge (USA), mimeo, 2007. Rodrik D. and A. Subramanian, “Why Did Financial Globalization
Disappoint?”, Harvard, Cambridge (USA), mimeo, 2008.
17
Ostry J.D. and alii, Capital Inflows: the Role of Controls, IMF Staff Position Note, SPN/10/04,
February 19, 2010, IMF, Washington DC.
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They would allow the Central Bank of Russia to determine its interest rates without having to
take the exchange rate in the picture. The aim of this policy is to stabilize the value of the
RER.
We understand the need for the Central Bank to prevent any speculation against the Rouble.
However raising interest rates is highly ineffective a tool in this context. We support the use
of capital regulations to fight any speculation18.
Now, the problem of preventing the RER to be overvalued is also very important. We
acknowledge too the use by the Central Bank of the exchange rate as an anti-inflationary tool
and then the rationale behind its appreciation. However, here again it is not extremely
effective and it could have disastrous effects on the real sector. We support then the combined
use of increased competition in some sectors and of state regulations in others where market
failures are important as the best tool to fight inflationary pressures.
(2) What is to be the internal to world prices ratio?
The internal to world price ratio is to be adjusted according to different kind of raw materials.
For Oil and Gas, with the current potential of large nominal hikes and of significant relative
prices improvements it is to be less than 1 and probably at the current value. Some specific
regulations are to apply to refined products (diesel oil) to reduce their prices because of their
inputs to some activities (transportation, agriculture). If cartelization of the market has led to
an abusive use of market power we would recommend either a Margin Tax or Mandatory
Volumes at reduced prices (see Box A).
For Ferrous and Non-ferrous metal, through price cap or other measures the internal to world
price ratio is to be lowered and not to exceed 1. It is possible, considering the situation in
processing industries that a ratio of 0,85 or 0,9 could be the best fitted. The same is to apply to
basic chemicals. Here, we would strongly recommend a Margin Tax as described in Box A.
For Timber and Grain the problem appear to be less one of internal prices than one of a good
development policy for processing industries.
(3) The necessity to make the best possible use of natural resources to ensure a stable
funding for the State budget.
In such a situation, it is however important to address the continuing problem of resource
wastage. Decisive efforts are to be made to save Oil and Gas used in the industry and in
utilities. It is known that wastage is particularly important, in due part linked to the fact
energy efficiency had a very low priority under Soviet times and investments have
consistently lacked in this sector.
As Oil and gas exports are making a significant part of Budget incomes (via the so-called
“export tax”) it is important to maintain the flow of exports long enough before exports of
highly processed goods could progressively be substituted.
As price is not to be used as an incentive for saving these resources (as consumption elasticity
to prices is very low mostly for technical reasons), it will be regulations, which are to play a
role. The current energy efficiency priority is to be maintained but under the proviso that
enough investment will be available. It is then recommended to develop Investment Funds
specialized in energy efficiency. These Funds are to invest into energy efficiency
improvements measures and could be paid through the part of oil and gas then saved and sold
to world markets.
18

Sapir J., « What Should Russian Monetary Policy Be » in Post-Soviet Affairs, Vol. 26, n° 4,
Octobre-Décembre 2010, pp ; 342-372.
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The increase of energy efficiency is to reduce in relative terms the internal consumption for
next years without impairing the rate of development of the Russian industry and this will
allow maximizing returns from exports. It is an important goal as these incomes are to play an
important role in years to come to stabilize and increase the Russian budget.
(4) Attracting Foreign Direct Investments.
The attraction of Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) is to be one of the development policy
priorities. It is however to be understood that FDI are not homogenous. We are to make a
strong difference between FDI coming from large enterprises (so-called trans-national
corporations or TNC) and those coming from Small and Medium sized Manufacturing
Enterprises (SMME). For these kind of enterprises the problem of transaction costs (and
bureaucratic costs) appears to be much more relevant than for trans-national corporation. Still
SMME have a great potential to develop manufacturing and highly innovative sectors in the
processing industry.
If FDI coming from TNC are usually attracted by the Russian market size, the potential of
Russia as an export platform and low costs, SMME are usually to be attracted by some
specific programmes AND by low transaction costs. Actually these transactions costs apply
too to TNC but considering the volume of investment they are doing in Russia these costs are
relatively minor. Transaction costs could be best seen as a kind of poll tax levied on
enterprises whatever the size of the enterprise or of its investment. This is weighing
proportionally much more on SMME than on TNC.
Attracting TNC’s FDI is as already said a matter of low internal price and an expansive
market (either internal or for exports).
Attracting foreign SMME’s FDI is important too and part of the development of buoyant
manufacturing and processing industry in Russia. To develop incentives specifically aiming at
the development of SMME we recommend:
(i)
Reserving a share of each programme funded by the budget to SMME, be they
Russian of Foreign.
(ii)
Creating a guarantee fund for SMME FDI in Russia.
(iii) Developing a process of Russian FDI into foreign SMME in their home
countries to allow them to develop and to invest in Russia.

